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Greed was the agenda of the day!
by Philip Khoo

he speeches about the
‘APs’ at the recent
UMNO General Assembly were full of the symptoms of greed. Not much was said
about the AP policy and practice,
or whether they hurt the national
interest. What we heard was too
much of ‘Why not me?’

T

When the call was made to renew
NEP, complete with keris and all,
there was no more doubt: Greed
was the agenda of the day!
Well, greed and chauvinism.
The chauvinism couldn’t be more
obvious. In what other nation
could a section of the people push
their self-declared agenda to be
‘the national agenda’?
If, say, a group of Chinese had presented what they called ‘the Chinese agenda’ as a candidate for
‘the national agenda’, there would

be – and correctly so – howls of
protest.
Why then should it be different
when UMNO Youth presented
what they called the ‘Malay
agenda’ as ‘the national agenda’?
Moreover, was what they declared the Malay agenda or even a
Malay agenda, that is, a plan to
address the needs, interests and
aspirations of the vast majority of
Malays? No, not by a long shot.
At the Assembly, there were several pronouncements that the NEP
had failed. These were made by
quarters who instituted the policy
and oversaw its implementation.
Did we see a finger pointed at
themselves? Did we hear an apology or self-criticism of what had
been done wrong?
Those same quarters made claims
about Malay culture and its weakAliran Monthly : Vol.25(7) Page 2

nesses. Yet, it escaped them that
when they pointed a finger at others, most of their other fingers
pointed back at themselves.
Still, why do I say that the declarations of NEP’s failure bore
symptoms of greed?

The

real

NEP

The greed was evident because
the primary reason for insisting
that the NEP had failed, and the
proposed major emphasis of the
new ‘national’ agenda is the ‘30
per cent share’ in public listed
companies.
Does UMNO Youth – the self-proclaimed conscience of UMNO –
mean to tell us that the 30 per cent
share in listed companies was the
be-all and end-all of the ‘real’
NEP? Was everything else mere
window-dressing – all the serious
stuff of the first Outline Perspec-
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Philip Khoo observes that greed underscores the
proposal to revive the NEP under the auspices of a
New National Agenda. And yet, the purported national agenda does not address the needs, interests
and aspirations of the poor Malays, let alone the
non-Malays. Instead, it seems obsessed with equity
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would only benefit a tiny minority - a point that
Khoo lucidly argues.
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Table A: Occupational Ratios of Bumiputera to Total Citizens, 2000 (percentage)
Bumiputera
As
Total
Group Group Group Group Group Group Group Group Group
Percentage Employed
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
of Citizens
Total
Bumiputera

60.7

41.2

58.8

64.1

59.4

57.6

81.8

44.9

64.8

59.5

30-39

60.8

42.4

63.5

65.4

60.8

59.1

81.9

45.0

63.9

61.0

40-49

57.7

40.0

57.7

62.3

63.1

55.9

79.8

39.2

54.0

56.5

50-59

56.1

36.6

43.3

51.0

46.4

51.3

80.8

36.0

46.7

51.6

Source: Census 2000
Group 1 = Legislators, Senior Officials and Managers
Group 2 = Professionals
Group 3 = Technicians and Associate Professionals
Group 4 = Clerical Workers

tive Plan, the fine words of the
Second Malaysia Plan, the many
speeches of UMNO leaders, and
all that has been taught in our
schools and universities?
Let us recall the NEP’s two
prongs: 1. to eradicate poverty regardless of race, and 2. to abolish
the identification of race with economic function.
The first prong is self-explanatory.
It contained a pledge to do our best
to raise everyone out of poverty. It
was a noble and honourable
pledge.
The second prong is best explained by what schoolchildren
used to learn in the 1950s and
1960s – ‘Awang the fisherman,
Ah Chong the miner, and
Ramasamy the rubber tapper’.
This prong bore another pledge:
We would do our best to open up
every field of endeavour to everyone so that future generations of
schoolchildren would not identify
a race with an occupation, and an
occupation with a race. Again, this
was a noble and honourable

Group 5 = Service Workers and Shop and Market Sales Workers
Group 6 = Agricultural and Fishery Workers
Group 7 = Craft and Related Trades Workers
Group 8 = Plant and Machine Operators and Assemblers
Group 9 = Elementary Occupations

pledge despite the subsequent excesses and abuses.
Tucked away in the details was
the target of ‘30 per cent share
ownership’.
We must read this in context!
Then, Malay and bumiputera
poverty was running at well over
50 per cent. Then, Malay and
bumiputera participation in industry and commerce was almost
non-existent. Thus the 30 per cent
share was part of an attempt to
jumpstart Malay and bumiputera
participation in the so-called
modern sectors of the economy.
Leave aside the 30 per cent share
ownership issue for the time being. Clearly the NEP has succeeded!

Then and now –
NEP a success
In 1970, the rate of absolute poverty was around 50 per cent overall and 66 per cent for the Malays.
Now that poverty rate is well under 10 per cent.
Aliran Monthly : Vol.25(7) Page 4

Kuala Lumpur, practically a racial
ghetto in 1970, is today a multiracial, cosmopolitan city. It would
be a foolish person indeed who,
seeing Awang at Bukit Bintang,
would think, ‘Aha! Awang the
fisherman’ (although there is still
too much of ‘Ramasamy, a member of the rural and urban
underclass’).
In fields such as the registered
professions – a subset of all professionals – the NEP has been a
success, especially if one looks at
trends. The occupational category
of ‘Professionals’ (covering scientists, engineers, architects, accountants, doctors, dentists, etc.)
shows the NEP to have been a resounding success.
In 2000, bumiputera accounted
for nearly 59 per cent of all persons in that ‘Professional’ category. Moreover, if one uses ‘age
group’ as a proxy for time, the
trend shows an increase in the
bumiputera proportion of ‘Professionals’. That proportion has
risen from 43 per cent in the ‘5059 years’ age group to 63 per cent

in the ‘30-39 years’ age group.
These statistics show the change
in the race-occupation matrix. Table A provides a summary.
For all the numerous injustices
happening at the micro- and individual level, and specifically to
non-Malays, the NEP’s second
prong has also been a stellar success
Its success benefits us all. No nation can survive or call itself a
nation if it tolerates the skewed
race-occupation matrix of the
1960s. To those too young to remember, allow me to state that a
policy like the NEP – without the
excesses of implementation – was
a necessity.
But its success doesn’t mean
there’s nothing major left to do if
we want to fashion a nation in
which all have an equal opportunity and all can live in dignity.

Rampant
relative
poverty
Absolute poverty (even though
measured by a somewhat suspect
poverty line income) has been
overcome.
But relative poverty is rampant.
Today, it is increasingly rare to
find a single-income household.
Too many households find it impossible to get by on a single income, since prices have spiralled
for the basic necessities of food,
shelter, clothing, fuel, transport,
education and recreation.

However, the rural and urban
poor and lower income weren’t,
and aren’t thinking about share
ownership. Nor would they acquire anything – more than one
‘lot’ or even a few ‘lots’ – that
could be called wealth.
What would a stake in the nation
mean for the poor and lower income? It means having a decent
job at decent wages. Then can
they lead a life of dignity and
modest comforts: a decent house
(not a plush condominium or exclusive bungalow in Damansara
Heights); a working car, even better, efficient and cheap public
transport (not a Porsche or
Mercedes); proper clothing (not
Armani suits); and decent food
(not air-flown choice cuts).
Unfortunately, such a life of dignity and modest comforts may be
spiralling out of the reach of too
many households.
At least, one would sympathise if
this modest expectation served as
a new “national agenda” that is
tied to saccharine talk of “people
oriented development”.
But, no! Instead, it was, ‘How come
I didn’t get the AP’s?’ and ‘30 per
cent for me, or the keris (for
whom?)’!

Let’s return to the ‘30 per cent
ownership’ target. The target signified a laudable attempt to ensure
that all had a stake in the nation.
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Dreams
towering

of
wealth

Just who is this ‘I/me’, the centre
of the so-called new ‘national’
agenda?
Forget the masquerade. If this were
truly about bumiputera as a
whole, there would have been
some saving grace, considering
the conditions of the Orang Asli
and the majority of the
bumiputera of Sarawak and
Sabah need improving.
But, really, talk of bumiputera interests at the assembly was all eyewash.
Why? Because only a very small
proportion of people can hope to
hold any large amount of shares
in public listed companies in any
market economy.
Malaysia is no exception. Here,
information on the distribution
of share ownership at the individual level is not easily available because of an obsession
with size distribution by race.
But when we say ‘Malays own
19 per cent of the shares of public listed companies’, we don’t
mean all, or even most, Malays
own those shares. Indeed, a majority of Malays don’t own any

share, and the majority of those
who hold shares own miniscule
quantities.
In truth, a tiny minority hold the
bulk of the shares and they are the
ones salivating at the thought of
the ‘30 per cent’ (see Box A).
If we want to make a ‘national’
issue out of share ownership,
why don’t we investigate this
concentration of ownership of
public listed companies and of
unit trusts in a few hands?
A study by World Bank staff
shows that one-quarter of the
share value (by market capitalisation) in Malaysia’s public listed
companies is held by the top ten
families. Is this an issue for
UMNO Youth? No, their burning
issue is why ownership isn’t concentrated in their hands!
How greedy and self-centred can
UMNO Youth be? Must the nation’s resources and efforts be
marshalled towards fulfilling
dreams of towering wealth for a
handful of not-so-towering people?

Bumiputera
lower
classes – only silence
from UMNO Youth
In contrast, consider what a truly
national agenda should emphasise. There are too many companies that pay production workers
an entry-point monthly salary of
RM500 or less. Every time workers demand better salaries, they
are told that wage increments
would make the country uncompetitive

Box A

a

A tiny minority own
majority of shares, always

What do we know about share ownership in Malaysia and
other countries?
The four accompanying tables tell the whole story. In brief:
• the top five shareholders in Malaysian public listed companies owned 59 per cent of the shares, with comparable figures for Indonesia and Thailand (Table 1)
• in half of the KLSE companies, the top five shareholders
own 60 per cent or more of the shares (Table 2)
• in 71 per cent of the KLSE companies, the top five shareholders hold 50 per cent or more of the shares; in 37 per cent, they
hold two-thirds or more of the shares (Table 3)
This is further backed up by information on the size distribution of ownership in unit trusts.
In the late 1980s, the vast majority of ASN holders – all
bumiputera – had shares of RM500 or less each. But 1.3 per cent
of all eligible bumiputera owned 75 per cent of all ASN shares –
and this for a scheme heavily promoted to maximise participation and ‘equity’.
Then, each individual was limited to owning RM50,000 worth
of ASN shares. Now the limit is RM200,000, giving, if anything,
a more skewed pattern of ownership.
Recent information from the published reports of the Amanah
Saham Mara and of the OSK-UOB unit trusts shows that this
pattern persists. The former operates both bumiputera only funds
and open funds; the latter operates only open funds. Table 4
shows the distribution at the top and the bottom.
Thus, whether bumiputera or non-bumiputera, the people at
the top hold the lion’s share. In all cases, well under one per
cent of owners hold around half of the total units! And in the
case of the bumiputera only funds, almost all own less than
5,000 units, collectively amounting to one-quarter of the total
units.

The 2000 Census shows the majority of our production workers

PKhoo
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Table 1: Ownership Concentration in East Asian Corporations
Concentration Ratio (%)
Country

Largest
Shareholder

Top Five
Shareholders

As at End
of Year

48.2
20.4
30.3
33.5
28.5

67.5
38.5
58.8
60.2
56.6

1997
1998
1998
1997
1997

Indonesia
Korea
Malaysia
Philippines
Thailand

Coverage
All PLCs
81 non-financial PLCs
All PLCs
All non-financial PLCs
All PLCs

Source: Capulong, et al. (2000), Corporate Governance and Finance in East Asia: Volume One, Asian Development Bank.
Note: The concentration ratio is defined as the percentage of total outstanding shares of an average PLC owned by the
largest or top five shareholders. The percentages are not weighted by market capitalization.

Table 2: Total Shareholdings of Five Largest Shareholders in KLSE Companies
(Percentages, as at December 1998)
Statistics

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

Total

Mean

30.30

12.47

7.32

5.01

3.74

58.84

Median

27.80

11.51

6.94

4.84

3.65

60.43

Source: Fazilah Abdul Samad (2002) ‘Ownership Structure in the Malaysian Corporation Sector’, Centre on
Regulation and Competition, Institute for Development Policy and Management, University of Manchester.
Note: ‘Mean’ = the average of all the companies; ‘Median’ = half the companies are below, and half the companies are
above this point, that is, in half the companies, the top five shareholders owned more than 60.43% of the shares.

Table 3: Ownership Concentration at Critical Levels of
Shareholder Control for KLSE Companies, 1998
Top Five Shareholders Hold
more than 50%
Total No. of
Companies
731

more than 66.7%

more than 80%

No. of
Companies

%

No. of
Companies

%

No. of
Companies

%

522

71.4

272

37.2

62

8.5

Source: Fazilah Abdul Samad (2002)

Table 4: Size distribution of ownership in ASM and OSK-UOB unit trusts
Fund

Percentage
owning 500,000
units and more

Percentage of
units owned

Percentage
owning 5,000
units and less

Percentage
of units owned

ASM bumiputera funds

0.1

47.6

92.7

25.0

ASM open funds

0.2

45.6

74.0

10.6

OSK-UOB funds

0.4

51.7

32.0

1.7

Source: Annual and Interim Reports
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to be Malays and bumiputera. As
seen in Table 1, bumiputera form
65 per cent and 60 per cent of
Malaysian citizens working as
‘plant and machine operators and
assemblers’ and in ‘elementary
occupations’ respectively. These
people, placed at the bottom of the
heap of the modern economy, total 1.2 million (bumiputera) workers, or more than one-quarter of
all employed bumiputera.
Does anyone seriously believe
that UMNO Youth wants to renew
the 30 per cent share ownership
target in order to benefit these 1.2
million workers?
Is the 30 per cent meant to benefit
the 760,000 bumiputera in agriculture and fisheries? Or the
560,000 bumiputera ‘service
workers and shop and market
sales workers’? The 450,000
bumiputera ‘clerical workers’?
The 300,000 bumiputera ‘craft
and related trades workers’? Together, they total 3.25 million persons, or 73 per cent of all employed bumiputera (and 44 per
cent of all employed citizens).
Will the so-called new ‘national
agenda’ allow the vast majority of
them to acquire wealth through
share ownership? Or only to
dream about wealth while they
can’t do more than save a bit in
ASB?
When UMNO Youth leaders
stretched their notion of 30 per
cent share ownership to include
‘intellectual property’, they
weren’t thinking at all: how does
one set a quota on this?
When they talked of APs and
ownership of land, housing and
business premises, they were

thinking, but of themselves and
their pals.

ing conditions and don’t transfer
their costs to the public.

They weren’t thinking of the 73
per cent of all employed
bumiputera who can barely afford
to buy decent housing at current
prices and who aren’t getting an
AP or two to triple their annual
incomes.

Heart of the matter –
inequality

If UMNO Youth’s concern was
genuinely about all bumiputera,
an agenda for agriculture and,
especially for smallholders,
would be much more thoughtful
since the 760,000 bumiputera in
agriculture and fisheries constitute 82 per cent of citizens in that
occupation.
On something fundamental like
this…silence!

Focus on share
ownership
Instead, UMNO Youth leaders
want to go head-to-head with the
tiny few owning the 80 per cent of
shares held by the top twenty
shareholders in the average
Malaysian public listed company. Is that what being ‘national’
means?
Some may say that few Malays
and bumiputera own shares because they are low income,
whereas the majority of nonMalays, with higher incomes,
hold shares. But that argument
ignores basic facts about share
ownership in market economies
(Again, refer to the accompanying
story).
For the ‘national majority’, the
core issue is how to get companies to be responsible corporate
citizens who provide better work-
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After 30 years of NEP, the old raceoccupation rigidities have been
overturned. It is time to ask how
we can reach ‘developed country
status’ and become a serious
player in the global knowledge
economy.
To do so, we need to focus on the
real sources of inequality in this
country. Study after study after
study has shown that the major
source of inequality is intra-race
inequality. This intra-race inequality is in fact worse for the
bumiputera than for others.
But UMNO and UMNO Youth ignore this intra-race inequality. To
that extent, they are prepared to
take the country along dangerous
paths. Why else would UMNO be
willing to dump meritocracy if it
obstructs their narrow, self-centred, greedy goals?
No thinking person I know believes meritocracy to be a panacea, a cure-all. But it is an indispensable part of any genuine solution to the country’s shortcomings.
No doubt meritocracy should be
coupled with policies and practices that ensure that every one has
a truly equal opportunity to prove
his or her worth. If needs be, some
policies may be racially oriented:
for example, specific policies are
required to address the situation
of the Orang Asli or the Penan.
Other policies should be oriented
towards need: thus, we should
assist the lower income and the

Box B

Share ownership in the USA –
also skewed in favour of
a
wealthy
minority
Data on the pattern of share ownership in USA is easily available from the New York Stock Exchange.
It is time to call a halt to UMNO’s toxic
politics, and the greed of its leaders

poor, regardless of race.
In short, we urgently need a meritocracy tempered with a social democracy. We need an approach
that compensates for accidents of
birth – such as being born into
poverty or in a remote area with
poor facilities, of being born with
a physical disability or being inflicted with one, or of being left
orphaned or living with a single
parent.
It is time to call a halt to UMNO’s
toxic politics, and the greed of its
leaders, a majority of whom, today, were born with a proverbial
‘silver spoon’ and are already
well-off, if not tremendously
wealthy.
It is time for patriotic Malaysians
to insist that a national debate be
initiated on the sources of the nation’s problems and the means to
face the challenges that confront
us. Else this fake ‘national’
agenda being foisted on us will
be the death of our nation yet – for
have no doubt about it, their real
slogan is not ‘Tak kan Melayu
hilang di dunia’ but ‘Tak kan “I”
hilang di dunia’, never mind if, in
seeking to advance that ‘ I ’, Malaysia ‘hilang di dunia’ . q

In general, the USA has a higher level of income, more widespread distribution of share ownership, a less unequal pattern of income distribution, and a major increase in the proportion of the population owning shares during the 1990s.
One would expect, therefore, that, compared to Malaysia, the
USA would show a less concentrated pattern of share ownership. But it isn’t so.
In 1998, about 34 million individuals in the USA owned shares
directly and indirectly. An additional 50 million owned shares
indirectly, that is, through investment funds, unit trusts, pension funds and retirement plans. Hence, only 17 per cent of
adults (over 18 years of age) held shares directly, while another 25 per cent owned shares indirectly.
The former proportion, 17 per cent, is the relevant benchmark
for comparison with Malaysia since every contributor to EPF,
which invests in the stock market, could be said to hold shares
indirectly.
Of that 17 per cent, one-third own only one share and the
average number of shares owned was 3.4. This average number
is an indication of the level of concentration of ownership.
Of the 84 million direct and indirect owners of shares in the
US in 1998, just over 11 per cent had a family income of less
than US$25,000 per year. They held only 3.5 per cent of the
shares owned. In contrast, the 30 per cent with a family income exceeding US$75,000 per year held 74 per cent of the
shares owned by individuals.
What does this suggest if not a highly unequal distribution of
share ownership? What can one infer other than that share
ownership is an issue of the wealthy?
PKhoo
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Less
more

aggression,
appreciation,

please

Government’s method of producing bumiputera
contractors has failed
by Koon Yew Yin
s a loyal Malaysian, I feel threatened to see
several powerful politicians clenching
their fists demanding their bumiputera
rights at the 56th UMNO General Assembly. I was especially disturbed by the Youth president Hishamuddin raising his keris to symbolise
UMNO Youth’s role in championing the Malay race.
Drawing out the keris or sword indicates a lifethreatening situation.

A

They all urged the Government to continue with the
New Economic Policy (NEP) as part of the national
development policy so that the Malays will be empowered and not be sidelined by 2020. They argued
that the ‘Growth by Distribution’ strategy as outlined by the NEP should be pursued to ensure that
the targeted 30 per cent bumiputera share of corporate equity ownership is met. And they all said that
they should not hide and feel ashamed about getting these advantages.

What

happened?

Where are the goodies given out to the Malays by
the government in the last 20 years?
Soon after the 56th UMNO General Assembly, I saw
the television interview of Chua Jui Meng and
Khairy Jamaluddin, the deputy UMNO Youth President. I was shocked to learn that the Malays had
close to 20 per cent equity 20 years ago and now
they still have only around 20 per cent share of corporate equity ownership. How could this be? In the
last 20 years, the government did not stop giving
out goodies to the Malays. Where are the goodies? I
think they did not consider the following:

• FELDA plantations, which form the largest palm
oil plantation in the world; almost all the settlers
are Malays.
• Eight out of ten anchor banks are Malay controlled.
• Most of the large listed companies like Sime Darby,
Guthrie and Golden Hope are Malay controlled.
• Almost all APs are given to the Malays and they
control almost the entire automobile sector.
• Khazanah’s shares in government-linked companies. Are these shares held on behalf of the
Malays? This should be clarified.
If all the above were taken into consideration, I think
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Chuah Jui Meng

Khairy Jamaluddin

the Malays have more than the 30
per cent they asked for. Are they
satisfied with the 30 per cent?

General of the Master Builders
Association Malaysia for nine
years, I indeed know what I am
saying about the contracting business.

Where are the
Bumiputera
contractors?
All these strong statements demanding more and more handouts can be very disheartening to
the minority groups. A few
months ago, many people were
shocked to read that one of the
country’s top students with 13 As
could not get a scholarship until
the MCA appealed on his behalf.
If various political leaders do not
exercise restraint, such posturing
at the UMNO general assembly
could upset the racial situation.
The government’s policy has
failed miserably in producing good
bumiputera contractors. I am aware
that this statement criticising the
government’s policy can put me
into serious trouble but I am
merely pointing out the current realities which the nation must face
in order to seek new solutions. As
I was one of the founders of IJM
Corp Bhd. and served as Secretary

As you know, our country has
hundreds of high-rise buildings
and thousands of kilometres of
highways. Can you point out a
bumiputera contractor who has
won a building or highway contract through the open competitive
tender system? It is hard to believe
that, since Independence 48 years
ago, in spite of the government’s
earnest efforts, it could not produce even a few good bumiputera
contractors. It seems that it is
easier to produce many surgeons
than to produce some efficient contractors.

Billions

wasted

A few months ago the newspapers
highlighted bumiputera contractor DRB- HICOM’s financial difficulties in undertaking the government’s RM 2.54 billion
Rawang- Ipoh railway project.
After five years, they could not
proceed any further unless the
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Shahrir Samad : Irregularities and
mismanagement in the RM24.3 billion
contract

Government gave them another
RM 700 million. All taxpayers
would like to know the Government’s decision on this claim. At
that time, I thought that it was so
ridiculous to give out such a large
contract to anyone without open
tender.
More recently, I was shocked to
read in the newspapers that Public Accounts Committee Chairperson Shahrir Samad has pointed
out some irregularities and mismanagement in the RM 24.3 billion contract to build about two
dozen offshore patrol vessels.
This gigantic contract, the largest
in Malaysian history, was given
in 1998 without open tender to
PSCI, a bumiputera-controlled
company. After seven years, the
contractor has not made one vessel that is up to standard. God
only knows when this contract
can be completed and whether the
contractor will ask for several
more billion ringgit to produce all
the required vessels.
All taxpayers would like to know

how many billions or millions
have been wasted. In fact, Lim Kit
Siang has requested this issue to
be discussed in Parliament. I hope
the Government will discuss this
openly and realise its mistake in
giving out juicy contracts to anyone without the necessary experience and without going through
the open tender system. At this
rate of wasting money, soon our
economy will be ruined.

tender in the real world.

Simply giving out contracts involving very large sums of money
without open tender, in a transparent manner, dramatically increases the likelihood of corruption. That is why Transparency International has placed Malaysia
in 39th position and Singapore in
5th position in its 2004 Corruption Perceptions Index. You cannot imagine Singapore giving out
any contract without open tender.
It is unthinkable.

Aggressive

About 5000 years ago, Confucius
had these classical sayings: ‘It is
stupid to ask someone who does
not know the difference between
the head and the tail of a boat to
make you a boat,’ and ‘It is stupid
to lead a cow up a tree.’
The significance of these sayings
is that the government should not
give any big contract to anybody
who has no experience and little
capacity to perform. All the extra
money given out without much
accountability will only make the
bumiputras even more inefficient
and they will not be able to win
any large contract through open

If, up till now, the government
cannot produce some competent
bumiputera contractors, it surely
realise that its method of giving
out juicy contracts without open
tender has failed to produce the
desired result. It should not continue to waste anymore money. It
is wiser to use the money more effectively on some other projects.

talk

Having read all the UMNO leaders’ speeches, I observed the following:
• Fortunately, our PM did not
draw his keris. Instead, he had
some reassuring words. He
said that the nation had to
come first and not the contractors. He also said that he
would fight corruption as long
as he lives.
• Unfortunately, no one proposed how to consolidate and
to develop what they already
have and to try to walk without wheelchairs and crutches.
• Regrettably, no one dared to
suggest that they should emulate Chinese Malaysians, who
have succeeded despite the
NEP. They have learned to run
without crutches.
• Disappointingly, there was no
expression of appreciation for
the minority group’s contribution in improving the country’s

Lim Kit Siang : Requested for the issue to
be discussed in Parliament.

economy. As all management
books say, a kind word of appreciation can motivate people
to perform better.
The UMNO youth leaders were
too aggressive; they did not consider the feelings of the other
races. Can you imagine what their
reaction would be if the Chinese
had acted similarly in the MCA
assembly?
Aliran Monthly Vol 25 No 5 containing my article ‘Why are there
so few successful bumiputera contractors? How to produce more’
should be interesting to all politicians and all those who are involved in the construction industry. I sincerely hope that some
level-headed and sensible politicians will read these articles and
urge the Government to do the
right thing. q

‘It is stupid to ask someone who does not know the difference
between the head and the tail of a boat to make you a boat,’
- Confucius
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ECONOMY

Re-nationalise
profiteering

these
firms

Mahathir's Malaysia Inc and privatisation
have burdened the people and bred corruption
by K George
liran Monthly (Vol. 25
No. 4) recently carried
an article on privatisation as its cover story.
Four articles were published - the
first by Dr. Subramaniam Pillay,
the second by the Malaysian Medical Association, the third by
Charles Santiago and the fourth
by Noam Chomsky, a well-known
American professor and advocate
of liberation and justice. Regular
readers of Aliran Monthly would
have definitely come across several other stories in the past critical of privatisation.

Usually, the propaganda on privatisation will paint a rosy picture promising that it will bring
about more efficient management,
reduce corruption, and enhance
competition. It will proclaim that
consumers will benefit by way of
quality products and excellent
services. But all this is mere propaganda. The truth is something
else.

A

Priva t i s a t i o n ’ s
propaganda
Privatisation is a capitalistic concept involving the denationalisation of enterprises, institutions,
statutory bodies and even departments under the control of the government. The net result of denationalisation is the accumulation
of wealth in the hands of a few which in effect means denial of
social justice to the vast majority
of deserving cases.
The World Bank, the International Monetary Fund, the Asian
Development Bank and the Af-

Workers
lose
pension;
Mahathir receives his
He has burdened the people

Privatisation is all around us. But
the labour movement and work-

rican Development Bank - established by the United States of
America, Japan and other G7
members - are the institutions
that have been entrusted with
the responsibility of introducing
and enforcing privatisation in
as many countries as possible.
Many governments, especially
from developing countries, seek
loans from these organisations.
Loans are usually given with
several conditions, one of which
will require the privatisation of
certain business ventures and
enterprises owned by the borrowing governments.
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ers only accept this concept with
reservations. Once a sector is denationalised, workers lose their
pensionable status. Of course,
they will become eligible for provident fund benefits.
To be deprived of pensionable status is a painful experience. A survey conducted by the Harun Salary Commission, appointed by
the government in the 1970s, came
to the inevitable conclusion that
pensions are more dependable
than provident funds. Consequently, the commission recommended that employees should be
given the option to choose either
pensionable status or remain with
the provident fund. The result
was that a vast majority of them
opted for pension.
A few years after Dr. Mahathir
Mohamad became Prime Minister,
however, the government offered
a fantastic revision of salary - subject to one condition: public employees should revert to the provident fund. The offer was so attractive that almost all of them accepted the offer. Mahathir had a
good laugh for it took several years
before those employees got another increase in their remuneration.
I am of the opinion that Mahathir
was against pensions; but ironically he is presently enjoying a fat
pension!
The labour movements nationally
and internationally have conducted workshops and seminars
and carried out analyses on privatisation, turnkey projects and
corporatisation. They have
reached a consensus: privatisation is inevitable. Nevertheless,
enterprises and departments that

are rendering services to the people and to the nation such as
healthcare, water supply, provision of energy, transportation and
communication should continue
to be controlled and owned by the
government. Most of them (excluding healthcare) usually make
profits, which will enhance the
wealth of the nation. There must
be open tenders and transparency
in all instances. Bailing out any
losing or bankrupt enterprise
should be avoided. If unavoidable, the enterprise concerned
should be re-nationalised.
Is his son worth RM320 million?

Contracts
for
the boys
Mahathir became prime minister
of Malaysia in July 1981. By 1982,
he started talking about privatisation. He went on reiterating the
benefits of denationalization. In
1983, a seminar was held. In his
keynote address, he gave assurances that there would be open
tenders and accountability. Since
then, countless state assets have
been privatised from car parks to
Malaysia Airlines. Contrary to his
assurances, there was no open
tender or transparency.
The objective of the National Economic Policy (NEP) established in
1971 was to improve the economic
status of the Malays and increase
their equity to 30 per cent within
20 years. Although the NEP was
committed to equitable distribution, the PM believed in creating
Malay capitalists - consequently,
most of the denationalised public
assets and ventures were awarded
to UMNO contractors, cronies and
siblings. Strange as it may sound,
almost all the contracts stipulated
conditions that were favourable to
the contractors.
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The government has claimed that
the privatised enterprises were
substantially successful; they enriched the treasury and slashed
the bloated bureaucracy by 92,000
personnel by 1995. This claim of
glowing success, however, did
not convince me for several reasons.

Heads
tails

they win,
you lose

Without doubt, Mahathir succeeded in creating a coterie of
Malay millionaires and billionaires. One of them, according to
Mingguan Malaysia, is Abdullah
Badawi’s son who, in 2004, was
worth RM320 million.
Yet, Mahathir is on record as having bailed out several enterprises
with public money. Most of these
were privatised state assets. There
were also other companies such
as Renong Berhad, which was
established under the “Malaysia
Incorporated” concept. Under
Malaysia Incorporated, the Federal and state governments were
allowed to set up business ventures and even get listed in the

Undoubtedly, it is a fantastic increase – 7.5 times. Is not PLUS
satisfied with the 7.5 times’ increase in toll within a period of
about 17 years? Unfortunately,
we, the public have no idea about
the conditions of the contract and
who the bosses of PLUS are. Isn't
it unjust and unbecoming for an
elected government to hide the
contents of the contract from the
people? Should the truth be hidden from the people who are the
source of the government's
power?
Halim Saad: Porxy for Mahathir and
Daim?

stock market. Renong was reported to have been given several
government contracts.
Halim Saad, one of the managers
of Renong Bhd, was allegedly a
proxy for Mahathir and Daim
Zainuddin. In the course of time,
Halim Saad became a multi-millionaire or a billionaire – which is
which I am not sure. What I know
from what I read in our media is
that when he divorced his wife,
she reportedly received a settlement of RM500 million and a few
cars etc.

PLUS
to

laughs its way
the bank

If you have been driving a fourwheeled vehicle since 1989 you
should have an idea of the amount
of money or toll you have been
paying when using the NorthSouth Expressway (NSE) to a private company, PLUS. According
to a recent statement by Samy
Vellu, the Public Works Minister,
the NSE was built for a projected
use of 160,000 vehicles per day,
but is now being used by
1,200,000 vehicles per day.

As it is, PLUS is expected to report some RM834 million in net
profit for the current year. If only
these profits could go to government coffers, it could have been
used for the sole benefit and welfare of the people.
If you wish to know more about
the NSE toll, please refer to Aliran
Monthly (Vol. 25 No. 1 p. 13).

What
Privatise

next?
the air?

In another article published in
Aliran Monthly (Vol.25 No. 2), Anil
Netto reminds us why water - like
air - should be in public hands: it
is an essential commodity for human beings to survive.
Parliament on January 18 passed
an amendment to the Constitution transferring supply and
management of water away from
the respective states to the Federal Authority. The states and the
people were not happy. The media, however, recently published
a statement by the PM that the
status quo would remain. It has
been internationally recognised
that access to water is a basic human right.
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AM Vol.25 No.2:

Water should never

be privatised.
Water should never be privatised.
Privatisation
or
even
corporatisation will lead to corruption and mismanagement.
Water authorities should follow
the example set by the Penang
Water Authority – Perbadanan
Bekalan Air (PBA). It charges 22
sen per cubic meter and earns a
profit of 50 to 60 million ringgit
annually. In an about-turn, the
minister concerned, Lim Keng
Yaik, is now proposing that other
states should emulate the PBA.
The Coalition Against Water Privatisation, comprising 127 groups
including the MTUC, has taken a
strong position to oppose privatisation and even demonstrated
outside Parliament.

Medical bills that
can make you ill
Health is the best wealth of not
only human beings but also the
nation. Mahathir, the mastermind
behind Malaysia’s privatisation
exercise, was planning to privatise health care. In fact, certain
segments of healt hcare – such as
pharmaceutical procurement and

us hope that healthcare will remain under the state and render
efficient and better service.

Privatising

Lim Kheng Yaik: Emulate PBA

supply, laundry, and clinical
waste management were privatised in the 1990s. The cost of all
these services increased substantially after privatisation.
In one of the contracts signed by
the Health Minister, there was a
condition that all medicine
should be bought only from one
particular company, until the supplier gives in writing that a particular item is out of stock. How
could anybody sign such a contract on behalf of the government?
The person responsible for this
outrage should be investigated by
the Anti-Corruption Agency. Did
Mahathir know of this ridiculous
provision in the contract?
It was during the Mahathir era
that so many private hospitals
mushroomed. Their charges are
frightening. It is a question of prestige and status for a patient with
a common cold to want to get admitted to a private hospital. As a
result, government hospitals lose
their specialists and other experienced and efficient staff.

profits

Before denationalization, these
service-oriented departments
were functioning efficiently and
making profits. Why was it necessary to privatise them? Both
have been making profits. Pos
Malaysia’s profit for last year was
RM90 million - it is also sitting on
a huge pile of cash and near-cash
reserves. Why did the government
allow them to increase charges for
a number of postal services? Are
they also seriously affected by the
unjustified increase in petrol and
diesel prices?

Big

fat

worms…

Privatisation and turnkey projects
should be carried out with transparency and based on open tender. Once a state asset is denationalised, the only condition that
should be imposed by law or regulation is to protect the interests of
the people so that they are not
burdened by higher tariffs for postage, telephone charges, etc. Besides, the privatised enterprise
should run its business in accord-

ance with Company Act.
There should never be any bailout. If it is vital to revive the collapsing enterprise in the interest
of the nation, it should be
renationalised.
As far as the collection of the toll
is concerned, it must be taken over
by the government. If I were forced
to pay more tolls to the government, I would do it because the
money could then be used for the
common good of the people. I
would hate to pay if it went to private profits involving cronies and
PLUS.
Malaysia Incorporated breeds
corruption. It was Mahathir’s
brainchild. Let us scrap it for
good. Privatised enterprises that
render essential services to the
people and make super profits in
the
process
should
be
renationalised.
Finally, Pak Lah, would you like
to appoint a commission of inquiry to look into the whole issue
of privatisation, turnkey projects,
corporatisation and white elephants? If you do so, it is quite
possible that some worms - big fat
ones at that - would drop out! q

Give thanks ...
Live your life so that the fear of death can never
enter your heart. When you arise in the morning,
give thanks for the morning light. Give thanks for
your life and strength. Give thanks for your food
and for the joy of living. And if perchance you see
no reason for giving thanks, rest assured the fault
is in yourself.
— Chief Tecumseh, Shawnee Indian Chief

Mahathir has left the scene. Let
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ACCCOUNTABILITY

AP in arms again
With a Freedom of Information Act, the public no longer needs
to depend upon the whims and interests of ministers
he Prime Minister has
done the honourable possibly the only - thing
and released the list of
Approved Permit recipients. Hurray for him. Full disclosure is the
buzzword.

T

Yet nobody seems happy.
The former Prime Minister says
the list is incomplete; the current
one asks the Minister for International Trade and Industry to publish everything. Nobody trusts the
list to be full; nobody believes that
Rafidah Aiz and others in power
have nothing to hide.
The root of the problem is the secrecy that has surrounded the issuing of APs. To dispel the air of
conspiracy, one quick airing of
information is not proving to be
enough. It only whets the appetite of the public and the politicians who crave for more detailed
information.
The public and the politicians
know that they had no right to the
AP list without a Freedom of Information Act. A moral right, perhaps, but there is no legal right
that allows the public to know
who benefits and who doesn’t
from the AP system. It hardly
counts as a flow of information;
it’s more of a seepage. Because
even if the AP system - for cars, at

Abdullah : Releases the complete list

Mahathir : The list is incomplete.

any rate - is completely above
board, even if there are no unworthy recipients, if all those that receive the permits have proven
their ability, it doesn’t mean that
there aren’t other systems being
abused. Or that information, even
on APs, isn’t being hidden or
withheld.

The only way to defuse the situation is not merely to allow the public to know about the AP awards.
Instead, the public must be allowed to know everything about
every contract or award that is
awarded by a public body, how
those decisions were made, when
and why they were made, and
how much the contracts/awards
were worth.

Unless the public has the right to
this information and to other information about how individuals
and companies are benefiting
from government contracts, the
public will remain justifiably suspicious about those who appear
to be benefiting because of their
close relationship with ministers
and senior civil servants rather
than because of their own ability
and eligibility.
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The decision to reveal this information needs to be taken out of
the hands of those who stand to
lose from these revelations. It must
be given to the rakyat as a matter
of course.
This is the basis of the first principle behind the proposed Freedom
of Information legislation, that is:

The government should pass a
comprehensive freedom of information law based on the right to
information which establishes the
principle of maximum disclosure.
Access to information is a basic
necessity and right, not a luxury,
indispensable to the aim of Malaysia becoming an informed society.

withholding the information only
creates “a negative perception”.
The negative perception is that
the only reason to withhold such
information is to protect AP recipients.

The right to information is a basic
right of all members of society.

Why do these people need protecting? If they have legitimately
worked to achieve this status, if
there is a reasonably equitable distribution of permits, if there is no
rent-seeking going on, then there
is no need for them to be protected.

The implication is that it should
not be the Prime Minister’s or
Rafidah’s decision to disclose
such information only when they
choose to do so. The information
should be automatically in the
public realm as a matter of course.
As the Prime Minister has said,

It is only if there is something underhand taking place that there is
a need for secrecy. There was never
any reason for the AP awardees
list to be a secret. The question is:
how much other information is
out there waiting for disgruntled
politicians to ask searching ques-

tions, before the public learns the
truth?
With the proposed Freedom of Information Act, the public no
longer needs to depend upon the
whims and interests of ministers,
but can act as a check on them. As
it should be. q
Source: National coalition for
a Freedom of Information Act
(www.cijmalaysia.org/
info_cafe) /Center for Independent
Journalism
(www.cijmalaysia.org)
Please sign the petition for a
Freedom of Information Act at
www.petitiononline.com/
foiMsia/petition.html.

APs typify wealth without work?
n the Internet world w.w.w.com stands for the world-wide web but in Bolehland it
stands for wealth without work. The current AP controversy confirms this. With
regard to the AP awards, no bidding is involved in the process and they are
awarded to so-called "captains" aka cronies of the ruling clique, children, nephews and nieces of ministers and the like.

I

"Securing an AP effectively guarantees the holder a hefty profit. Typically, licencees sell
use of their AP rights to auto distributors for prices ranging from RM10,000 to as much as
RM50,000. The cost of the permit coupled with the price of the car and other government
imposed taxes, is then passed on by auto dealers to Malaysian consumers, who generally
pay almost three times the market price of a similar model in the US. ... It is a classic toll
operation, which the government is responsible for but gets no benefit from. ... It has to be
the easiest way to print money in Malaysia." (The Wall Street Journal Europe-Wednesday,
10th November, 2004)
Similarly, the pink forms for special share allocation at par value given to the same and
similar crowd is guaranteedto enrich the favoured ones. When the company is listed in the
KLSE, the shares are sold at inflated prices - w.w.w. again.
Tota
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2.

3.

4.

5.

to Tun” but failed to give him a
present.
RA stormed out of her own
birthday party when guests
burst out in song, singing “AP
Birthday to You”.
The Putrajaya haze is getting
really bad because RA was
spotted burning old AP files.
When RA’s skirt caught fire
she dashed out of the room
screaming AaPeee!
Why did the haze suddenly
engulf Malaysia? They’re
burning RA at the stake!

One Malaysian waxed lyrical and
sent this in:

AP, APs and API

D o n ’ t C ry for Me R…… Aziz
(To the tune of Don’t Cry for Me Argentina)
It won’t be easy, you think I’m senile
You don’t know how I feel when you
shed those crocodile tears
Though you don’t treat me like the
sugar daddy you once knew
Who made you filthy rich with all those APs

D.L. Daun has woken up from his
deep slumber to the cries of “Ayah
Pin! APs! API!” of our dear, besieged Malaysians. But before we
get too serious, let us first treat
you to a smattering of jibes and
jokes and even poems which have
been making the circuit:

Don’t cry for me R…… Aziz
The truth is I never loved you
All through my good days
What was I thinking
You have my cables
Don’t lose your marbles
Don’t cry for me R…… Aziz
The truth is I never hurt you
You’ve hurt my feelings
With your hanky panky
I gave you MITI
Don’t hurt my SAVVY!

1 . What irked Mahathir most was
when RA sang “AP Birthday

- By Anon
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Okay, enough fun, let’s turn to the
sad tale of Ayah Pin (AP) and his
Sky Kingdom. He may be cookie
to some of us, cuckoo to others and
an apostate as far as the
Trenggannu department of religious affairs is concerned but he
sure had the guts to do what he
did in a country that has constipated moral values. Ayah Pin and
his followers should minimally be
entitled to a fair trial. And those
who flattened the Sky Kingdom,
do they not also deserve to roast
in hell for wantonly destroying a
man’s property and home? Need
I say more…
On to APs, on which we do have
quite a few additional remarks to
make. To our mind, the MITI
(meaty?) minister has committed
a faux pas which Malays call lawan
towkay (opposing the boss) and
although she followed it up by a
sandiwara (melodrama) with tears
and all, it has landed her into
deeper soup. How long can the
now not-too-savvy minister last?
The calls for her resignation are
beginning to hit a crescendo. The
maverick MP and backbencher
chair Shahrir Samad, as reported
in Malaysiakini, puts it rather well
suggesting that she not only lawan
a previous towkay but that she’s
doing the same to her present
boss: “The Prime Minister says to
work with him. And if Rafidah
cannot work with Pak Lah and the
Cabinet, she should do the honourable thing. Resign.”
Shahrir opined that “she had her
say but the Cabinet has decided
the other way”. Shahrir said
Rafidah’s statement that Approved Permits should be abolished showed disrespect to the
Cabinet, which recently decided
to form a special committee

headed by the Prime Minister to
review and decide on the AP issue and the national automotive
policy. If rumours are correct that
there will be an October cabinet
reshuffle, then Shahrir may find
another colleague on the
backbench. No wonder he’s rooting for it!
Our Internet papparazzi, a.k.a
bloggers, have been going to town
literally exposing “AP Kings”. According to one blog, the former
MITI employee, Syed Azman Syed
Ibrahim, is the king of kings, with
a total of 32,062 APs (Malay Mail,
July 28) – as the Chinese say, chia
bay leow (“eat also cannot finish”)!
One blog posted a picture of the
AP King’s second home, allegedly a 28 million ringgit house at
Ampang complete with a helipad,
which is still under construction.
The first home, also with a
helipad, is said to be in Bukit
Antara-bangsa. The man is said
to possess three helicopters but
they didn’t say how many Ferraris
or Massaratis.
When, it comes to API (Air Pollution Index), the current Malaysian
benchmark is 500, like Fortune’s
top 500. In recent history we have
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hit 500 at least twice, in 1997 and
in 2005. Perhaps maybe we
should go for a higher benchmark,
like the Bursa KL – 1000? If we do
hit 1000 in the next eight years —
notice the haze happens in cycles
of eight years (very “Öng” (auspicious), as the Chinese say) — we
will certainly be a world-class
country and we would have
joined the ranks of the highly developed world. But there’s a catch
– not too many Malaysians will
be alive!

Q Q Q Q Q
Quotable
Quirks
– from Who Else?
No prizes for guessing but here
are some true gems (posted by
blogger Jeff Ooi) from a man we
are beginning to miss more and
more; our comments are in brackets:
Do you see a foreigner running
Proton? Actually, Malaysians are
not capable, therefore, we should
get foreigners including running
our country also... We can have a
foreigner as a Prime Minister...
why not if he has the brains...?
(The government is doing just that;

recently, it invited a panel of
foreign experts to re-study and
reengineer the economy. Not a
single local academic or expert
was invited!)
Did the board seek your advice before removing Tengku
Mahaleel? No, I was not consulted. My views were nothing. As an adviser, you advise
only. People like your advice,
they follow; if they don’ t like
your advice, they don’t follow.
We are not like the British advisers... where a decision will
be made after an adviser gives
his advice. As Malay advisers,
you are told after the decision
is made.
(Padan muka!)
Do you still feel relevant to
Proton as an adviser and how
do you feel now that Tengku
Mahaleel has left? What I feel
does not make any difference
to anybody. Of course what
happens to Proton, Proton is a
national industry, it should be
the concern of the whole nation. I am just an insignificant
retired person. I don’t get paid
anything, please remember
this, I don’t get paid one sen
by Proton. Once in a while they
buy me lunch when I attend
the meetings. I am just an adviser to Proton, Petronas,
Langkawi Development Authority and Tioman Development Authority. Only Petronas
pays me RM15,000 a month and
they deduct RM5,000 for tax
and I only get RM10,000.

Will the board consult you on
the next CEO? All depends, of
course, it is possible that the
choice will be made first, and
the adviser will know afterwards.

erful hands behind, are you
suggesting that is happening
now? That is up to the press to
presume, because the press is
a free press, they report everything I say verbatim.

(Resign! Resign!)

(Look who’s complaining!)

The inferior terms being offered to him, do you think it
was purposely done so that
Tengku Mahaleel would not
take up the offer? I would not
say that. But the fact is that
such were the terms that he
could not accept. That’s all. I
am not saying it was deliberately done; I feel that since he
thinks he has done a good job
in Proton, he should have been
paid more. But for me of
course, look at the mess I left
behind when I stopped becoming the Prime Minister... now
the government has no
money... I spent everything.

Did Tengku Mahaleel get a
golden handshake? That is another matter. The chairman
says what happened before his
time is none of his business. I
believe when Datuk Nadzmi
Salleh left Proton after being
CEO for three years he was
given a golden handshake of
RM1 million. Tengku Mahaleel
has served for more than three
years, I think seven years, and
he deserves something better.

(How true, remember BMF,
Perwaja, Bakun, etcetera, etcetera)

Did the chairman say who is
going to replace Tengku
Mahaleel? He said something
about headhunting, maybe he’s
from Sarawak, no name was
mentioned.

You said that there are pow-

(Let us see, 1 million divided
by 3 times 7, plus gratuity, plus
bonus, plus EPF, plus… we lose
count!)

(Tsk, tsk, tsk, what would our
Iban friends say?)
How do you think Proton will
be run now? I am quite sure
the people who are running
Proton know it better than I
do. I think the removal of
Tengku Mahaleel must result in
improvement; I am sure now
sales will pick up, and no more
cars are too small for people to
get in.

(Hello! You’ve got your pension and gratuity on top of the
10K)

(Are we talking savvy? This
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one is beyond us)
Are you against VW taking
the majority share in Proton?
I am against the national car
being owned by a non-national, but if the country wants
the national car sold over to
other people... I am not the
PM... I am not in the government... I have no say.
(For once he’s got it right!)
The AP list was only for 2005,
not for 2004 as you requested
earlier? We should know the
whole truth and nothing but
the truth. The list was not fully
given, if you have the names,
give it fully. When I was the
Prime Minister, I was accused
of giving contracts to my cronies, I took out the whole list
unamended and you can see
who got it.
(Hmm… does a longer list
mean that there are no cronies
or more cronies??)
Rafidah considers you as a father, do you consider her as
your daughter? I regard all the
ladies in this country as my
daughters. I am old enough to
be their father. I would not be
discriminatory and say you are
not my daughter and I would
like to do something for them.
Many people come to me and
say “you are like a father to
me”. I also have a lot of people
who say very nice things to
me, and then decide to fight
against me, and then they lost
against me but I bear no
grudge. I brought many back
into the Cabinet, pushed them
up as well.

(His magnanimity knows no
bounds – but tell that to Anwar
Ibrahim!)
Also Rans
It was with great interest that
we recently read the exclusive
interview given by former
Malacca CM Rahim Tamby
Chik to Malaysiakini (August
15). Rahim who has edged back
into the limelight with an unexpected UMNO Supreme
Council seat, alleged that
Anwar Ibrahim was the cause
of his fall from grace in 1995.
In point of fact, we still remember well that Lim Guan Eng
featured most prominently and
suffered for it. Rahim was alleged to have committed statutory rape in early 1995 on a 15year old schoolgirl, with the
scandal eventually leading to
his resignation as Malacca chief
minister and Umno Youth
chief. He was incredibly
cleared of any wrongdoing
later and now he’s making a
comeback into UMNO politics!
This has naturally led him to
compare himself with Anwar.
Rahim avers that Anwar
Ibrahim stands no chance of
making a comeback despite
Anwar being cleared of alleged misdemeanours recently.
Rahim suggests that his own
“extraordinary” return to his
current level of prominence
has occurred despite attempts
by certain elements to block it
in his own state, Malacca.
But here comes the punch line;
on perceptions that he was
womanizer,
he
retorted:
“Womaniser, how? You never
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see me in the public, in the
disco, in the karaoke lounge,
nothing. Have you ever seen
me (in these places)?”
As for Anwar Ibrahim, he has
been making the circuit again
and local pundits are suggesting that he’s strategising to
make a political comeback in
2008. Some go so far as to suggest he will go for the Numero
Uno post. Whatever….but local universities are certainly reacting to the supposed Anwar
comeback in a rather mindless
and paranoid fashion. UM
barred students from attending an Anwar function in Kuala
Lumpur recently. We are told
that Anwar is currently a fellow at the Advanced School of
International Studies (SAIS),
Johns Hopkins University and
has been invited to speak at the
revered halls of Oxford and
Cambridge. Would Anwar be
better off staying at Oxford
and Cambridge, where minds
are more open, than venturing
into our “world class” universities?
D.L. Daun
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ENERGY

Time for a switch?
We can save RM12 billion per year if we use more diesel vehicles
by Koon Yew Yin
ustapa Mohamed, Minister in the Prime Minister’s Department, wrote
an article about a week
before the 31 July 2005 price hike
of petrol and diesel by 10 and 20
sen per litre respectively. Mustapa
said that the government had been
providing subsidies on petrol, diesel and cooking gas for a long time
and the government was now
paying a higher subsidy despite
the price hike. He pointed out that
the 2005 estimated subsidy of
RM8.959 billion and the tax exemption on petroleum products of
RM7.848 billion would add up to
RM16.807 billion. He claimed the
recent price hike could only slash
the subsidy amount by RM2.2 billion.

M

Mustapa claimed that Malaysia
produced 700,000 barrels of crude
oil a day, versus a domestic daily
consumption of 520,000 barrels a
day and, if this trend was not reversed, Malaysia would be a net
importer in four years’ time. This
statement should wake up all the
law makers in the government to
seriously consider how to include
some new regulations in the new
National Automobile Policy to
encourage the use of diesel vehicles, like what is being done in
Europe.
In Aliran Monthly Vol 25 Issue 4, I
wrote a piece titled “How to solve

Mustapa Mohamed: Government paying
higher subsidy despite price hike

Aliran Monthly Vol.25 No.4

the diesel shortage… and save the
nation billions of ringgit”. In view
of Mustapa’s article and the rapid
rise of oil price of more than 50
per cent from below US$40 to
above US$60 per barrel in the last
few months, the savings would be
even larger if more diesel instead
of petrol vehicles were used. As a
strong crusader of diesel usage, I
wish to publicise my belief more
forcefully. If you had read this article carefully, you would be as
anxious as I am, if not more.

European practice. The idea is
based on increasing the number
of diesel passenger cars used in
Malaysia. In Europe, about half
of vehicles currently sold are diesels, and in Austria it is over 71
per cent. The share going to diesel cars is projected to soar to the
point where the vast majority of
new cars sold in Europe will be
diesel powered.

Why
Europeans
are using more
diesel
vehicles
We can save more than RM10 billion per year if we just follow the
Aliran Monthly : Vol.25(7) Page 24

There are several reasons for this.
Diesel cars have much better fuel
economy, and they have cleaner
engines, which produces less
harmful gase. Recent advances in
diesel technology have significantly improved the drivability
and performance of modern diesel vehicles. And diesel engines

are far more durable and cheaper
to maintain. Diesel fuel itself is
safer than petrol, has
higher energy content,
and packs more power
per unit volume.

ment purposely wants to penalise diesel vehicle users.

This is why so many European consumers choose
diesel engines over petrol.
We Malaysians should realise the potential in the
modern diesel engine and
act now to take advantage
of its benefits.
Unfortunately, our present
road tax structure in Malaysia is set at a level
which penalises owning a
diesel car (although import
duties for diesel-powered
cars are lower). This imbalance needs to be looked
into. For example, in Eu- Diesel cars: Better fuel economy and cleaner engines.
rope, road taxes for diesel
and passenger cars vary only
How to save
slightly and a structure similar to
RM12
billion
this would place less of a barrier
towards Malaysians buying diesel cars.
Following the European practice,
vehicles using diesel will use
Illogical
increase
about 35 per cent less fuel and
assuming the following:
in diesel price
In May 2005, the Government increased diesel price arbitrarily to
solve the shortage at petrol stations because diesel was smuggled to be sold to industries at a
higher price. And then on 31 July
2005, the Government again increased prices by 20 sen per litre
for diesel and 10 sen per litre for
petrol. In the last few years, the
price of diesel has gone up almost
100 per cent while the road tax for
diesel cars remains unchanged at
200 per cent of petrol vehicles. The
diesel price has gone up much
faster than petrol as if the govern-

• 50 per cent are diesel vehicles,
• 75 per cent of the total 520,000
barrels of crude daily consumption is for vehicle usage,
• the current price of US$64 per
barrel
we can save about RM6 billion per
year.
In addition, our Government will
be able to save about 35 per cent
less on the total subsidy of RM16.8
billion - which will amount to
RM5.9 billion. The total savings
will be about RM12 billion per
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year based on the current oil price.
Just as for everything else, the price
of oil will definitely rise further in the long term and the
savings will be even more.
Moreover, we can export
the 35 per cent of the oil we
saved and use the extra foreign exchange earnings to
further
develop
our
economy.
According to the Cabinet
meeting on 10 August
2005, the Prime Minister
and a new committee will
review the issuance of Aps
and the draft of the New
Automobile Policy prepared by International
Trade Minister Rafidah
Aziz. I hope the new committee will read this article and formulate policy
bearing in mind that national interest must come
fir st.
All the local car manufacturers
including Proton do not make
complete car engines. During
my visit to the Perodua assembly plant recently, I was told that
they are the only manufacturer
in the country making part of the
car engine, that is, the cylinder
heads. So, in fact, all car assemblers will not be affected if they
have to import diesel engines instead of petrol engines. The new
National Automotive Policy
must include changes in regulations on road tax, car import
duties and APs to encourage the
use of diesel vehicles. For a
quick start, APs should only be
issued only for the import of diesel vehicles. I hope more people
will read this article and help
me to urge the government to do
the right thing. q

policy. It was a clear trick as public departments, facilities and
amenities were grossly undervalued and sold for a pittance to favoured sons, cronies of the ruling
party and the well-connected.
(E.g. Telekoms: shares acquired at
4 ringgit something were sold at
14 ringgit something on listing in
the KLSE!)
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Editor, ALIRAN MONTHLY, 103, Medan Penaga, 11600 Penang,
Malaysia or e-mail to : aliran_letters@hotmail.com Views
expressed need not reflect those of Aliran. If you are sending
by e-mail please include your message in the e-mail body itself.
We do not open attachments to avoid viruses.

No fly means
no
security
The helicopter ‘no fly months for
the no-fly zone’ in Sarawak announced by the DPM has startled
me.
The zone creates a blind spot in
Sarawak’s border security and
gives rise to questions about our
standing and the army’s ability to
protect every square inch of
Sarawak soil from external threat.
Even if the area is to be avoided
for operational reasons it was
most unwise of the DPM to make
it public knowledge. He should
have consulted our military intelligence and strategic experts before making the announcement.
Now the world at large knows
that there is a tract of Sarawak

which we cannot reach let alone
protect from our enemies. Surely
we cannot rely wholly on ASEAN
neighbourliness to enusre our
national security. If we are, then
our weapons shopping list
should be slashed pronto.
R J Noel
Kuching

Privatisation
(aka
piratisation)
Under Malaysia Inc. public departments, facilities and amenities
have been privatised ostensibly to
serve the people better through efficiency and better performance.
With the same deadwood heading these projects with the same
workforce, it was indeed a tall order. The current attempt to rectify
things gone awry in the GLCs is a
confirmation of the failure of this
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The government has crowed
proudly of the virtues of privatisation. Following the government’s argument, I have often
thought about the feasibility of
privatising the government, at
least the Cabinet. Why not have
the various ministries managed
by tried and tested captains of industry rather than clueless ministers?
And now Tun Dr
Mahathir shares my private
thoughts by suggesting the privatisation of the Prime Minister’s
post. Just imagine what benefits
would have accrued to the nation
had we privatised the PM’s post
immediately after Tun Hussein
Onn.
Tota
Penang

The

AP

Saga

On 19 July 2005 I was following
the 6.30 pm news on TV1 when
Rafidah Aziz, Minister of International Trade and Industry, was
giving her explanation at the
press conference regarding the AP
saga. She appeared calm, quite
confident and perhaps a bit arrogant by way of replies.
The way the Approved Permits
(APs) were dished out clearly cast
a strong suspicion on her sincerity as a fair-minded minister particularly when thousands of APs

were given to a small and
priviledged group of corporate figures and enterpreneurs.
This is something that has surprised us well beyond our imagination. This is a case of blatant
abuse of power by the Trade Minister but she denied having any
direct involvement in the approval of APs, maintaining that
her officers in her ministry were
responsible.
As the press interview progressed
it became more melodramatic except that it was not staged. When
she was accused of being the
villian behind the AP saga she
tried to prove her innocence and
white-wash her image and reputation by touching the holy Koran
she had brought along with her
which was placed before the microphones. This unexpected turn
of behaviour was uncalled for
and indeed she even looked a bit
ridiculous. As a minister, whether
she likes it or not, she has to take
the rap for the goings-on within
her ministry.
Half way through she suddenly
became emotional and broke
down sobbing before the cameras,
UMNO Wanita members and the
reporters because she was upset
after being accused of being rude
to Tun Dr Mahathir and ungrateful for all the good he had done
for her in the past.
She claimed that her relationship remained cordial and professional and she hardly saw
him much even when she served
under him. She even boasted
that she was the only minister
who never gave any birthday
present to the Tun as she preferred to offer him the doa
(prayers).

How could she say that when she
could be found standing next to
him like a lamb attached to the
shepherd! She may deny it but
now we can see that Rafidah is
apparently switching her loyalty
and allegiance to the new Prime
Minister. If she can do that to Tun
Dr Mahathir, she could do the
same thing to Datuk Seri Abdullah
Ahmad Badawi and so it is best
for Pak Lah to be cautious when
dealing with Rafidah Aziz.
I hope Tun Dr Mahathir will go
public and disclose the contents
of her letter regarding the AP controversy. At first Rafidah Aziz
was reluctant to reveal the names
of AP holders or the number of
APs awarded to them till Pak Lah
pressured her to do so in order to
show the government’s transparency.
This is what happens when a
minister is entrenched far too long
in one ministry and soon comes
to regard everything as personal
property. Rafidah Aziz has overstayed her welcome and it is best
for her to go while the going is still
good before the people reject her.

sorts of things. The mere fact that
what some people believe in may
appear strange is no reason to victimise or hound them.
We would be fooling ourselves if
we chose to write off the mob attack on the Ayah Pin commune
several days ago as the work of a
few misguided individuals. The
mob action was a direct consequence of the way in which Ayah
Pin has been demonised by the
authorities and the media. We
hope that the authorities will take
firm action against all persons
who were part of the mob and
against any others who instigated
them to act in such a fascist way.
In the long run we also need to
seriously reconsider our approach towards religion. Are we
too quick to criminals those who
do not accept our understanding
of the transcendental? All right
thinking Malaysians should hang
their heads in shame that in this
day and age we, as a people, are
capable of such intolerance - so
much for us wanting to be a model
of tolerance for others!
Rajen Devaraj

Tunku Yusuf Jewa
Kota Bharu

Don't
demonise
Ayah Pin
The harsh manner in which the
authorities have chosen to deal
with Ayah Pin and his followers
is most distressing. Why do we
find it so hard to let people believe
what they want to believe? The
last time I looked, the Federal Constitution guaranteed the freedom
of religion. Why are Ayah Pin and
his followers denied this fundamental liberty? We need to accept
the fact that people believe in all
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“a

ISA
necessary

tool”

I have come to the logical conclusion that Aliran cannot seem to
accept the uniqueness of Malaysia and other nations who have
to draw a line between what benefits the nation and what is detrimental.
It is all very well talking about
human rights and equality, but we
need to look at what an individual
society has to do to progress and
secure itself from internal and external threats.

The utopian world that you seek
cannot be realised. The issue is
how to distinguish just and unjust government actions taken for
the higher good of the nation. The
key is to actually put an end to
human rights abuses that go
against human norms and more
importantly, Islamic norms. But at
the same time do you not agree
that the ISA cannot always be
equated with abuses and it is a
necessary tool to make sure that
the nation can effectively deal
with emerging threats?
Your job as a human rights organisation is to ensure that the abuses
are not being carried out beyond
the rule of law and the constitution which allows detentions. To
actually take on the establishment
and the constitution which safeguards these security measures is
to actually risk the stability of
Malaysia.
Malaysia has to do whatever it can
to guarantee its development and
security and no shallow measures
such as yours can put a stop to
that.
NGOs are a hindrance to development on an international level;
they are not an advantage unless
they keep out of politics and focus on philanthropy.

turned out to be innocent later.
There was no hush-hush by the
police, no mysterious gun appearing in the hand of the victim, no
body suddenly going missing and
there was no need for an inquest.
No need for lawyers to shout and
scream and get arrested for championing public causes. The chief
of British police quickly admitted
they shot the wrong man; they
took full responsibility. The Independent Police Complaints Commission will undertake an investigation on all shootings in the
UK. This is already in place.
Can you imagine if this was in
some other country?
Leadership by Example
Petaling Jaya

Don’t complain you voted them in
This is the government that the
‘rakyat’ choose; so don’t blame
the government about healthcare,
petrol price hikes, bloated state
expenditure, toll hikes … and, if I
am not mistaken, there’ll be increments in salary/allowances for
government staff. Therefore to subsidise those increments/allowances…?
Do Aliens Pray?

Zaki
London

No
over
police

cover-up
London
shooting

Bombs rocked London and a massive manhunt was launched.
Armed policeman (mind you, not
all police in UK are armed) chased
and shot dead a person who

Sabahans’
biggest
fear
I really enjoyed the analysis in
your article “Sabah truly Malaysia?” in Aliran Monthly Vol 25:
Issue 4 especially the section
“What do Sabahans Fear?” One
point, however, was left out, and
my knowledge of the state has led
me to believe that this is one of the
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two or three greatest fears.
Sabahans fear an Islamisation of
their multicultural, multi-religious, and extremely tolerant culture. Every one I’ve met has a story
or two to share.
Educational discrimination is one
current hot button which is tied
to the Islamisation fear. Not a single Sabahan Kadazan-Dusun that
I know of, with the grades to go to
medical school, is allowed to.
They are redirected to veterinary
school, or pharmacy school or biology school. It is incredibly blatant and unmistakable. I know of
one recent all A’s student who was
told when he appealed that they
were sending him to another discipline because Malaysia has too
many doctors! This at a time when
Malaysia states officially that it is
45,000 doctors short!
Kadazan-Dusuns know well
enough that the above comment
proves that their fears are real and
valid. Why don’t you write about
this fear in an open and honest
way?
A True Native

‘Buruh kasar’
in the malls
I refer to your article “A mega-mall
tale” in Aliran Monthly Vol 25:
Issue 4. You are quite right. Mall
workers are the new ‘buruh kasar’
of urbanity. Apart from security,
health care is also deprived of
these workers.
One mall in KL I know gives all
its staff - except the migrant janitors - panel clinic support These
janitors often turn up with cuts,
scratches and bad rashes (contact
dermatitis from caustic deter-

gents) but have to pay for the consultation/medication themselves!
That is downright inhuman. Not
only is the mall hiring migrant
workers on a pittance, they also
rob them of what meagre salary
they have by depriving them of
health care. Isn’t health care a basic right of hired labour, local or
migrant?
Daniely

Who is responsible
for
corruption
in Sabah?
Siapa yang bagi Sabah korup
selama ini? Para pemimpin
Sabah. Hasil-hasil mahsul Sabah
seperti balak, tanah siapa yang
gadai dan jual? Para pemimpin
Sabah sejak awal lagi. Kalau kita
katakan USNO, zaman Berjaya
dan PBS pun sama juga.
Jangan menuding kepada Dr
Mahathir, cerminlah diri, tidak
kira Melayu, Kadazan atau Cina,
para pemimpin Sabahlah yang
bertanggungjawab demi kuasa
dan kekayaan. Cuba tengok
rumah dan harta para pemimpin
dulu dan sekarang? Generasi
kemudianlah
yang
akan
mengaus...
Nadus Tapaling

Happy
about
harm
reductions
methods
I personally congratulate the government for its willingness to implement Harm Reductions Methods such as the medical treatment
of heroin users.
Unfortunately the general public,
many NGOs or even self-help

groups are not informed about
how the whole thing would work.
Where can we get information we
could give to the people on the
street or coffee shops?
Rainer Rotthoff
Founder, Pelangi Community
Foundation
KL/Marang/Dungun

The
Dayak
bumiputera
dilemma
I feel very proud to be a
Bumiputera native from Sarawak
when I hear our political leaders
telling us that in Malaysia nobody
is left behind in sharing the fruits
of economic development. But after many years, some of us seem
to be awakening to the real truth.
In
Sarawak,
the
Dayak
Bumiputeras are the majority, but
for many years now they have
had no more chance of becoming
the CEO (except for the first two
Iban Dayak CMs for a few years
after the formation of Malaysia).
Worse, the Dayak leaders now
quarrel among themselves due to
greed and external elements, and
they destroyed our PBDS party.
Most of our Dayak YBs seem interested only in their personal affairs and they are easily manipulated perhaps due to their simplistic way of thinking. Some of them
advise our people to change their
attitudes but they themselves
have not changed much to lead
our people to be on par with the
other communities.
The Sarawak Dayak Bumiputera
NCR land is without much value
because our so- called land has
no solid legal document and land
title. The state government refuses
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to survey our land and instead
comes up with the Native Customary Rights statement without firm
legal standing. (But lately, if I am
correct, ‘rights’ is being replaced
by ‘land’ thus reducing our bargaining power even further over
our land.)
Since the beginning only very few
of the Dayak Bumiputera YBs
have been interested in pursuing
the NCR land issue for the people. Instead, they campaign as
salesmen, advising the communities to be involved in joint ventures
for plantations but based on a
weak legal position. I am sure nobody refuses development but the
people want to make sure that
they get a fair share of the fruit of
their work and property.
To start with, the NCR land must
be surveyed so that our rights will
be firmly established. Business is
tricky and many times people
have lost everything with a click
of the mouse. Most Dayak natives
lack business knowledge, thus
making them easy prey to unfaithful partners.
Outback Sarawak Dayak
Bumiputera

Let

Chin

Peng

return

Permit me to comment on Chin
Peng’s recent application to return to Malaysia .
I understand the plight of those
affected by the atrocities committed by CPM during the Emergency.
According to Jung Chang in her
latest book “Mao - The Unknown
Story”, “Mao Zedong, who for
decades held absolute power over
the lives of one quarter of the
world’s population was responsible for well over 70 million

deaths in peace-time, more than
any other 20th century leader.” I
cried whenever I read about the
injustice and atrocities during the
Cultural Revolution.
Yet, Tun Abdul Razak visited Mao
on 31 May 1974 and established
diplomatic relations with China.
Mao was the very person who
devised a plan to conquer the
world by supporting communist
groups at different parts of South
East Asia, including Chin Peng’s
group. His government is still in
power now albeit a toned down
one. We accepted the father of all
communists but not Chin Peng. I
am also reminded of our Big
Brother, the United States of
America, which is responsible for
the deaths of millions in wars and
military adventures around the
world.
Our country is still having diplomatic relations with China and
the USA. Why the discrimination? It was war-time and casualties are bound to occur.
Chin Peng is definitely not going
to start another armed struggle as
communism is no more popular
among the masses. Even communist countries like China and Vietnam are communist in name
only but capitalist in nature. Here
is an old man of 81 years of age
who wants to come back and die
in his hometown. Please don’t
deprive him. Let bygones be bygones.

civilisation, if not the natural inclinations of humans? What began the co-operation that allows
people to unite even in tribes, if
not the natural inclinations of
human?
If you do not have a loving concern for the environment in which
you dwell, it will no longer sustain you - you will not be worthy
of it. You will not be destroying
the planet, you see. You will not
be destroying the birds, or the flowers, or the grain, or the animals.
You will not be worthy of them,
and they will be destroying you.
Hopefully, there will be a birth of
a new species – a species that understands its blessed creaturehood, that understands its spirituality, that does not despoil its
planet, that purposefully creates
the kind of world a sane God
would create, a God who has no
need for a heaven or a hell.
K Y Wong

How to solve
the diesel shortage
Use
CNG

-

Loyar

May I refer to Koon Yew Yin’s article entitled “How to solve the
diesel shortage” in Aliran
Monthly Vol 25: Issue 4. While I
appreciate his suggestion to use
more diesel vehicles, amend our
present fuel pricing regime, and
restructure road tax/duties on
vehicles, I wish to remind readers
that Malaysia is blessed with an
abundance of natural gas.

You would think that, left alone,
the natural inclinations of humanity would be to destroy civilisation. Then what, indeed, started

This fuel is cheaper, cleaner and
more powerful than diesel/petrol.
The gas (CNG) price hasn’t escalated much over the period when
prices of petrol and diesel were
shooting up. Today, the CNG

We

will

survive
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pump price is 64 sen per litre compared to RM1.28 and RM1.56 for
diesel and petrol respectively.
Hence, more CNG-powered vehicles (instead of diesel vehicles)
should be introduced into the
Malaysian market.
With presently available technology, it is already possible to convert diesel/petrol vehicles to
CNG-powered, either fully or partially (bifuel or dual-fuel). In fact,
other countries are also looking
into ways of expanding the application of natural gas.
One problem facing CNG vehicle
owners at the moment though, is
a shortage of CNG dispensers
throughout the country. With
Petronas’ huge financial reserves,
however, this could be solved one
way or other. The investment is
secure as the company stands to
gain from sales of CNG too.
The usage of CNG would reduce
the authorities’ headache regarding the abuse of fuel subsidies. It
is more difficult to smuggle or pilfer gas (under high pressure storage) than to do so with petrol or
diesel.
With the increasing usage of CNG
vehicles, I believe Malaysia would
gain more than the RM2 billion
annually estimated by Koon, and
it would help preserve the environment for posterity.
Zoel-Fiqree Omar

Harmful

effects?

What are the harmful effects of the
gases let out from petrol engine?
And what are the benefits of using hydrogen in place of petrol?
Gayathri

BOOK REVIEW

Back

to

an

ethnic

future?

by L D Raj
The Challenge of Ethnicity:
Malaysia..
Building a Nation in Malaysia
Edited by
Cheah Boon Kheng, Marshall Cavendish,
Singapore 2004. 170 pages.

The title of this book promises much. Its six
chapters and an introduction combine a
focus on the history and present contexts
of ethnicity and nation-building in Malaysia with a detailed examination of key areas of contemporary ‘challenges of ethnicity’.

T

If it falls somewhat short on delivery, it is because
the book is a collection of seminar papers on ethnic
relations in Malaysia presented in Universiti Sains
Malaysia in 2002–2003. Between them the essays
cover a fair amount of ground. Yet there is a lack of
unity of discourse that compels the reader to work
very hard to pull various strands of argument together. Some of the chapters, too, would have benefited from more rigorous editing.
It is also problematic that much of the evidence in
some chapters is anecdotal and bound to events in
2002–2003. Presenting such evidence for discussion
at seminars of the time was fine. However, the evidence is less convincing when judged against wider
and subsequent developments.
Much of the book reinforces the fact that ‘communalism is a dominant manifestation of Malaysia’s
multi-ethnic society’. The respective chapters by
Cheah Boon Kheng and Johan S. Abdullah lucidly
chart how the negotiations for Merdeka became crucially linked to ethnic issues and concerns and how
the codification of differential ethnic rights in the
Constitution and the dominance of communally
based political parties set the stage for subsequent
ethnic contestations.

Other chapters add analysis and comment on identity (particularly the continued manipulation of our
ethnic identity at the expense of a shared ‘Malaysian’
identity), the likely correlation of ethnic polarisation to primary school backgrounds, the conservative role of the middle class, and the potential transformation of the business culture through ‘new’
partnerships in small enterprises.
Thus the book covers a reasonably broad scope of
concerns. But maybe because of the unevenness of
the chapters, the reader wonders if the book has
sufficiently unravelled the flux and process, ambiguity and complexity of the interactions and dynamics bound up with issues of identity, ethnicity and
nation-building.
I would have liked to see more attention paid to the
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interplay between two crucial factors. One factor consists of the
conditions that created the modern state, such as the state’s capacity (associated with the rise of
capitalism) to ‘homogenise’ a
population through dominant
patterns of commerce, industry,
communication and education.
The other factor comprises the
‘imaginings’ of personal, ethnic
and national identity in Malaysia.
Such analysis would raise important questions. For example, can
new patterns of socio-economic
life break persistent ethnic divisions and advance a shared commitment to nationhood? If so, how
would they do it and what kind
of nationhood would result? For
that matter, how far has burgeoning consumer capitalism affected
the motivation to go beyond the
status quo in search for alternative ‘imagined communities’? To
some extent, the writers address
such questions but they reach different conclusions.
Vejai Balasubramaniam contends
that the status quo will persist: ‘the
Nation is not about to be re-represented’. However, Chin Yee Whah
concludes that business culture is
being transformed, from being
ethnically determined to being
based on class. But Chin’s conclusion, based on his study of MalayChinese partnerships in small
and medium enterprises, may be
prematurely optimistic considering the SMEs’ relatively minor role
within the dominant, ethnicised
rentier business culture that influences even the ‘genuine’ partnerships analysed by Chin.
Johan’s chapter is the most explicit in charting a future which,
he argues forcefully, should be

derived from a debate on Malaysia’s unique multiculturalism. To
that end, he is encouraged by an
on-going ‘creative reflexivity
through consociational arrangements’ and the maintenance of
‘broadly democratic practices in
the face of communal contestations and tensions’. Against this,
though, he identifies four impediments to multicultural practice.
The Constitution does not enshrine the equal worth of citizens.
The political system is highly
communalised. Certain interpretations of Islam may obstruct
multicultural discourse. And
there is still a lack of ‘social forces’
that can break the communalconsociational mould of politics.
Of course, whether one’s vision of
Malaysia’s future can be allowed
to be a ‘shared’ vision or a shared
‘imagining’ depends very much
on one’s determination and ability to provide space for that vision
in the public domain. This is far

from being easily attained. We just
have to recall how the state has
systematically repressed or harassed people who have led or
joined alternative movements, including various workers’ movements, ethnic political parties and
campaigns that strove to be consistently inter-ethnic.
Securing democratic space and
an audience for alternative ‘visions’ has long been a major
challenge. Reading the book
under review may lead one to
ask how changing social conditions can be a help or hindrance.
What role, for instance, would
be
played
by
changing
demographics? Will they lead to
a relaxation of tensions as a result of altered perceptions of
threats and the needs for protection and communal advocacy?
Or will they result instead in
starker ethnic exclusivity as minority voices are further
marginalised or neglected? q

If you really wish to
overcome your pain,
find a young boy, just
as young as your son,
a Muslim boy whose
parents have been
killed by Hindu mobs.
Bring up that boy like
you would your own
son, but bring him up
with the Muslim faith
to which he was born.
Only then will you find that you can heal your
pain, your anger, and your longing for
retribution.
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INTERNATIONAL

7 July: Islam and the problem
of ‘British values’
Legitimate rejection of religious irrationalism need not become
a campaign against Islamic and other faith-based systems.
by John Hilley
n 15 February 2003, a definitive message was issued by millions opposing the war in Iraq: Not
In Our Name. Party to that statement was a large majority of British Muslims. On 7 July 2005,
these same Muslims voiced similar rejection of those committing
indiscriminate murder on London
transport. They now face a racist
backlash for actions taken in their
name. Yet, despite such condemnation and fear, there is a barely
concealed demand that Britain’s
Muslim community must somehow explain or atone for these
acts. The message is more implicit
than explicit, yet insistent for all
that.

O

Islam in the dock
As Muslim leaders contemplate
the social fallout, measured grieving for the victims has been transformed into a nationally appropriated event, another “Diana moment”. Just as Blair and the media helped shape that drama, so
have they used the London bombings to contrive a “mood occasion” of public shock and mock
unity. The “shock” lies in the apparent disbelief that anyone who

is British, home born or naturalised, could bring themselves to
carry out such an act. There is,
we are told, “incomprehension”
that, having been granted the economic and cultural benefits of British society, such people could turn
on those supposed gifts and values. As Tony Blair said in the
House of Commons: “It is a form
of terrorism aimed at our way of
life.”
Beyond its soundbite intent, this
message carries a significant
subtext: that such people are not
only misguided fanatics, but cultural deviants. Interwoven here
is a subtle injunction to the Muslim community: we welcome and
applaud your common condemnation of this atrocity, but you
must also look inwards and accept your responsibility for harbouring this criminal cult. We, of
course, who have trampled all
over the Muslim world, and elsewhere, in the name of freedom
and democracy, have nothing to
answer for. And with this comes
the core essence of the message:
you are British and here, but you
are still, in your value system, elsewhere, and, thus, not fully of us,
not truly part of our way of life.
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Islam

on

the

couch

Struggling to grasp this anomaly,
the news media are now eagerly
probing the mind of the suicide
bomber. Having long ignored
why young Palestinians undertake this greatest sacrifice,
soundbite psychologists have
been enlisted to ponder the dark
motivations of these “disturbed
individuals”. Seemingly absent
from their assessment is the possibility that these “crazed jihadis”
might have been able to think independently about the injustices
of British and US foreign policy.
And with this, other possibilities
must remain dormant: that comfortable British Muslims might
actually feel affinity for persecuted
people, Muslims and non-Muslims, in other countries; that their
regard for brutalised Palestinians
and Iraqis may be more immediate than being British; that having harboured such feelings,
young fertile minds might move
towards the next “logical” stage
of violent retribution.
By all accounts, these young men,
guided through madrassas in Pakistan and training camps in Afghanistan, have made that fatal

leap. Questions remain as to
whether they died as martyrs or
as dupes. Whatever the case, they,
and those responsible for their
direction, will have to answer to
their God for their terrible actions.
Yet we must also ask what are the
tipping points that push such
people to the edge. The answers
are not hard to find. In Iraq, prior
to the invasion, there were no suicide bombings. Now they are a
daily, desperate feature of life. As
an occupying force in that country, Britain has now become part
of that frontline. Add Palestine,
Afghanistan, Chechnya and other
oppressions to that list and we begin to see why the line is now truly
global.

Pulling

together

“We will not let them win”; “Islamic terror is a scourge to be defeated, irrespective of Iraq”. As
consummate showman, Blair has
used the moment to expedient effect. Sweeping new powers are
now promised, including deportation of religious dissidents and
closure of seditious mosques.
“The rules of the game are changing,” Blair insists, dismissing legal concerns about a proposed
amendment to the Human Rights
Act. Despite the execution of an
innocent Brazilian man, the police, now acting on a shoot-to-kill
directive, seem ready to take out
anyone with a dark face. “Pulling together”, Blair has also met
British Muslim leaders to ask why
young Muslim men are resorting
to violence. One can only marvel
at his charming effrontery.
But, as with the growing turn
against Bush’s 9/11 rhetoric,
sham consultations and the “Blitz
spirit” cannot stem the growing

evidence of deceit over Iraq, nor
the sobering reality of Islamic
bombers in British cities. In the
week following the 7 July attacks,
a key study by research institute
Chatham House showed a conclusive link between Britain’s occupation and the likelihood of
more terror on home soil. In the
same week, a Guardian poll
showed that only 28 per cent of
people in Britain believe Blair’s
mantra that there is no connection
between Iraq and the bombings.

Arousing
hatred
and calls to war
Meanwhile, on trains and buses,
Asian and Middle Eastern faces
are being viewed with suspicion
and hostility. Reprisals and race
hate crimes have soared in London and across the country. In
Northern towns with large Asian
communities, the British National
Party are using the bombings as
vindication of their “repatriation,
not immigration” message. Their
version of ethnic cleansing still
seems a rejected poison. But racepedalled politics are finding disturbing resonance around poor
white streets and the anxious avenues of middle-class-land.
Much of that fortress reaction is
being fed by a virulent tabloid
press. The Sun newspaper (if
that’s not an oxymoron) have issued malevolent headlines
against the Islamic scholar Tariq
Ramadan, a moderate thinker
popular with Islamic youth, urging revocation of his British visa.
The identification of a Somali immigrant among the 21 July London bomb suspects has seen the
paranoia extended to asylum seekers. The Daily Mail vented their
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predictable bile in one front-page
word: “Gratitude”. The Sun’s
screaming response to their capture complements the incitement
to summary justice: “Got the bastards”.
In the wake of July 7, even Cherie
Blair has been pilloried for daring to question the government’s
anti-terrorist laws. Connecting
her recent speech in Malaysia, in
defence of judicial independence,
with a previous comment on her
understanding of why Palestinians take to violence, a Daily Mail
leader accused the PM’s wife of
“serial venality” and treasonous
disrespect for the London victims.
The primary purpose of such media, it seems, is not only to obscure
the truth, but to embolden vigilante feeling. Central to that process is the continued debasing of
mass readership values, helping
to sustain these organs of ignorance and hate.
In response, many Muslim youngsters are adopting a belligerent
posture, unwilling to accept their
castigation. Already culturally
detached from their parents’ generation, a significant segment of
Islamic youth in the UK is now
seriously adrift from the political
mainstream. Their alienation is
fuelled by an inner city
survivalism and the perception of
a government imposing its imperialist will and hypocritical values on the Muslim world. That
experience and the quieter resolve
of a more educated Islamic strata
is now, as many foresaw, the new
recruiting ground for al-Qaeda and
its proxies. The public threat
against Britain by bin Laden’s
lieutenant, Ayman al - Zawahri (4
August 2005), is a chilling reminder of how such people are

now being summoned to war.

Liberal

responses

Let us hope that the London atrocity, alongside others, does open up
debate within and beyond the
Muslim community. Perhaps it
will encourage deeper reflection
on the misuse of terms like “British values”. There has been much
talk here lately, as elsewhere in
“liberal Europe”, about the “crisis of multiculturalism”. Champion liberals see this as a defining moment for reinforcing core
secular principles. The bulwark
against Islamic fundamentalism
is being joined by a new intellectual challenge to religion writ
large. But while founded on valid
enlightenment ideals, these “renewed values” understate the
complex tapestry of Western social life into which Islam and other
faiths now fit. Indeed, there is but
a short distance between these
sacrosanct values and ex-Home
Secretary David Blunkett’s citizenship tests (another anomaly in
a land of royal subjects) and oaths
for new arrivals, introduced in the
hope of fostering allegiance to a
“British way of life”.
Like Blunkett, those who want to
replace multiculturalism with
“Britishness” (including the Commission for Racial Equality’s
black chairman, Sir Trevor
Phillips) are not only dismissing
the reality and social value of
multi-ethnicity. They are also contributing to the climate of racist intimidation. Likewise with the crusaders of secular liberalism.
Legitimate rejection of religious
irrationalism need not become a
campaign against Islamic and
other faith-based systems. It is an

overbearing and simplistic response that only exacerbates division and extremism. For many
British Muslims, national identity
already sits comfortably with their
idea of a “root home”, such as
Pakistan, a national-cultural hybrid that can accommodate not
only daily religious practice, but
the higher concept of an Islamic
ummah. The reality of that “universal”, in turn, is an abstract desire for a just and peaceful world
order, rather than a global
caliphate. Again, it is this flexibility of identity which encourages tolerance and peace; dialogue is more likely where people
can express their multiple affinities rather than have them fixed
by facile cultural standards.

Human
nationalism
In this sense, people of all faiths
and none can aspire to a similar
universal identity, what we might
call “human nationalism”. In the
week of the 7 July bombings, we
also saw pitiful TV pictures of babies in Niger dying from malnutrition. Here was a famine in the
making, forecast months earlier
by aid agencies and the latest climate technology. Yet still, in the
21st century, people, our fellow
human beings are allowed to suffer and die in desperate pain.
What merit is there in “Western
values” when Africans expire en
masse while mercenary corporations plunder their continent?
What utility in “national values”
when the world is threatened by
environmental
catastrophe?
What comfort in “British values”
when home-born men, driven by
hatred of what “their” country
does to others, take to violent
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jihad? From this heightened perspective, the assurance of “British
resolve”, like the ersatz security
of the Patriot Act against terrorism, seems not only dangerously
chauvinistic, but hopelessly parochial.
Perhaps, in the great evolutionary scheme of things — if we can
avoid nuclear holocaust — adherence to such dogma may one
day seem a curious anachronism. Globalisation can mean
many things beyond worldwide
neoliberal tyranny. It can also
mean being a citizen of the global community. That association isn’t about which small
parcel of the planet one happens
to be born on, but about solidarity with poor and oppressed
people wherever they happen to
live.
Our shock at bomb atrocities on
our own doorstep may be genuinely felt. But why should it take
precedence over the bombed and
homeless of Fallujah, the starving
families in Niger or the traumatised children of the West Bank?
Support and empathy for others
can never take the leap to retributive violence — the very antithesis
of human nationalism. Rather, its
purpose is to expose the state warmongering, corporate larceny and
patriotic jingoism that Blair, Bush
and others are using to “defend”
“our way of life”. q

Glasgow-based Dr John
Hilley is the author of
Malaysia: Mahathirism,
Hegemony and the New
Opposition
(London:
2001)

THREAT TO NATIONAL PROSPERITY Continued from page 40
since 1970? Selective memory perhaps?
Does this volte-face and raw ethnic posturing have anything to do
with UMNO Youth’s current leadership trying to show off their
“Melayu” credentials given their
Anglophile accents, education
and lifestyles? Is this a case of
strutting UMNO young cockerels
opportunistically trying to discredit the previous UMNO president for the ‘failure’ of the NEP
now that Dr. Mahathir is not
around? Does it have anything to
do with both Hishammuddin
Hussein and Khairy Jamaluddin
having an eye on the next UMNO
elections in which their
“keMelayuan” will be appraised
by their fellow delegates? Is that
why Hishammuddin Hussein
brandished a Keris during his
policy address while Khairy
Jamaluddin brandished his ethnic rhetoric?

Abdullah
the

tries to set
agenda…

To his credit, Abdullah Badawi
had attempted to set the agenda,
tone and context for the assembly
when he outlined the dire challenges facing the MalayBumiputera community. Among
some of the key policy issues he
outlined was the fact that Malaysia’s vision of achieving developed country status was to be accomplished within 15 years and
in the context of an increasingly
competitive international environment.
After outlining Malaysia’s
achievements, he spoke on the
role of Islam Hadhari in meeting

the developmental and security
challenges facing the country and
the global ummah. He then discussed his 10-point plan to move
Malaysia forward. He urged renewed efforts to achieve higher
and sustained economic performance. He emphasised fiscal prudence and a reduction in the
budget deficit to preserve the country’s interests ahead “of the political interests of certain groups
or individuals”. He urged UMNO
to spearhead the building of a
knowledge society and to create
new sources of economic growth
via the utilization of sophisticated
technologies.

was not premised on “excessive
reliance on the government”.

He opined on the importance of
an efficient and world-class public service. He committed himself
to enhancing integrity and eliminating corruption in public life.
He spoke of improving the quality of life and eradicating
hardcore poverty. He stressed the
reduction of ethnic and regional
income gaps. And he supported
capacity building and capacity enhancement of human resources.
All were necessary, he said, to
‘build a nation that is stable,
united, peaceful and prosperous.’

He also stressed the need of
UMNO to rid itself of the culture
of corruption to ensure that the
party remained true to its founding values of “struggle for the people and service to the community”.

It being the UMNO assembly,
Abdullah Badawi referred to the
Malay agenda too, but with a difference. Like UMNO Youth, he
agreed that despite great strides,
much still needed to be done if the
Malays were to achieve ethnic
parity. Unlike UMNO Youth,
however, he stressed that this parity was to be achieved by developing a “new mindset and a fresh
spirit”, one that was based on education and training in science and
technology, and an approach that
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He urged diversification and risktaking, and talked of ending the
practice of awarding “licences
and permits without taking into
account merit and performance”
- which is “a form of wastage”.
He stressed the necessity of developing a new culture of “excellence
based on merit and performance
among Bumiputeras”. On this issue, he said the most durable foundation to succeed is [for the
Malays] to have desire, skill, expertise, knowledge, resilience and
industry.

No
discusssion
of PM’s speech
But did the delegates discuss and
debate the issues the PM outlined?
They did not. Instead, they bit the
ethnic bait laid by UMNO Youth.
Accordingly, they swept away
any possibility for reasoned
policy
discussions.
Their
speeches largely showcased a collective inability to consider their
president’s opening speech entitled, “A Giant Step for the
Malays”. Once ethnic emotionalism kicked in, few Umnoputera
delegates discussed the real challenges, threats or even opportunities facing UMNO and the country. They preferred talking of the
“unfinished Malay agenda” before asking for more subsidies and

the continuation of Malay privileges.
There was little examination of
the tight financial straits of the
present government, its high debt
levels and consequent austerity
measures. Little was said about
the grave reduction of foreign direct investments and rising competition posed by China, India and
other ASEAN countries. Malaysia’s increasingly inappropriate
education system and its impoverished teaching standards were
not critically examined. Few chose
to grapple with the genuine
causes of graduate unemployment and its possible solutions.
Few discussed the inefficiencies
of a bloated cabinet and civil service; the huge costs of corporate
bailouts via resort to EPF,
Kumpulan Wang Amanah
Pencen and Petronas funds; and
the impending privatisation of the
health service via a national
health insurance scheme. Few
talked about hardcore poverty,
excessive intra-ethnic wealth inequalities, and the continued denial of a minimum wage for workers, most of whom are Malays.

Rather ... a step
backwards
Instead, the general assembly was
held in thrall to the emotive “unfinished Malay agenda”. Thus,
while Abdullah Badawi was obviously thinking and talking of a
giant step forward for the Malays,
the assembly delegates were
thinking and talking of a giant step
backwards. UMNO missed the
whole point of their president’s
policy speech. Indeed, so strong
was this feeling during the assembly that Abdullah Badawi,
despite his best intentions, was

constrained to address this theme in
his summing up
speech.
This general assembly’s deliberations simply confirmed that the
Umnoputeras are
addicted - deeply Were the UMNO young cockerels strutting opportuaddicted - to their nistically trying to discredit the previous UMNO president?
ethnic privileges,
subsidies, quotas and government laysia is certain to run out of oil
handouts. Despite current global reserves before 2020, and this
realities and despite the best ef- UMNO-led BN government, if it
forts of Dr. Mahathir Mohamad is still in power, will certainly be
and current president Abdullah cash-strapped for NEP-style deAhmad Badawi, UMNO is un- velopment funds, let alone
willing to be weaned off this 35- Petronas-linked financial bailouts
year-long structural addiction. To for the Umnoputeras, if it continthese addicted and greedy ues to think and talk NEP.
Umnoputeras, the UMNO-led BN
government is certainly “Santa Whither then the people when the
Claus”.
petroleum runs out? Will the
Umnoputeras still be demanding
free lollipops from the government
When the oil
for their ‘unfinished Malay
dries up…
agenda’ then? Will they play Nero
More troubling is UMNO’s deep while the country burns?
conviction that a return to the NEP
is economically viable. Certainly Instead, should we not be taking
nobody acknowledged that Ma- urgent action now, while we still
laysia’s oil and gas reserves are have oil and gas reserves to cushrunning out - and fast.
ion our national efforts in upgrading ourselves into becoming truly
Official Petronas estimates sug- competitive global players both
gest Malaysia’s petroleum and economically and technologinatural gas reserves stand at some cally? Should not all our structural
3.4 billion barrels and 84.4 trillion bottlenecks be grappled with urstandard cubic feet respectively. gently and rationally? Should not
At 1998 levels of production of new and alternative (to oil and
630,000 barrels per day for petro- gas) sources of national revenue
leum and 5261 million standard streams be developed to keep our
cubic feet per day for natural gas, children free from misery and despetroleum reserves are expected to titution?
be exhausted in 14.8 years and
natural gas in 44 years. Note how- For deliberately avoiding responever, that these levels of produc- sibility, UMNO is now a clear and
tion are outdated and are likely to present threat to national prosperhave been increased. Thus, Ma- ity. q
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CELEBRATING 25 YEARS
OF ALIRAN MONTHLY
Creating Free Spaces & Alternative Ideas
JAYAKAN MAJLIS HIGH-TEA ALIRAN DI PJ
Datanglah Bersama Rakan dan Keluarga
Aliran will be holding a High-Tea in PJ

COME AND CELEBRATE WITH ALIRAN
Aliran Monthly readers and the general public
are strongly urged to attend.
Bring along your family members and friends

SUPPORT ALIRAN's CAUSE.

DATE
DATE: 25 Sept 2005
TIME: 4.00 – 7.30 pm
TIME
VENUE
VENUE: Bangunan Peladang (NUPW), Petaling Jaya
(Intersection Jalan Templer
and NEP Highway/Old Klang Road)
Invitation Tickets can also be obtained from
the offices of:
AWAM (03-78774221); KOMAS (03-79685415);
SUARAM ( 03-77843525/77820357/Arul: 019-2537791);
AMNESTY INTERNATONAL (Josef Roy: 013-5301505)
Or ALIRAN (04-6585251)

To obtain Invitation Cards:
Please contact one of the following:
Yeoh Seng Guan (012-3222739);
Rajen Devaraj (016-3406355/03-61862367);
Chin-Chin (013-2071577)
Dave (013-3506543/03-78749925);
Hector (012-3737427).
Modin Ali (012-2966943);
Sarajun (019-5451904);
Mohd Osman (012-2923555)
Vembarasan (016-2195704)
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UMNO: A
National

Threat to
Prosperity

Umnoputeras are deeply addicted to their ethnic privileges and
subsidies - but what happens when the petroleum runs out?
by Abang Bennet
n last month’s Aliran
Monthly, Martin Jalleh
provided us an astonishing account of expensive government bailouts of bungled privatisations mainly involving the crème de la crème of the
crony Malay-Bumiputera community.

years.

I

Under the guise of NEP imperatives to eradicate poverty and
eliminate identification of economic function with ethnicity, the
UMNO-led BN government’s privatisation policy was implemented from the mid-1980s to fasttrack the attainment of 30 per cent
corporate wealth ownership by
the Malay-Bumiputera community. When this figure was apparently not achieved by 1990, the
NEP was re-fashioned under the
Seventh Malaysia Plan as the National Development Policy (NDP)
and extended a further 10 years
until the year 2000. Ironically,
most of the beneficiaries of this privatisation policy were not
Bumiputeras but Umnoputeras!

New

national

agenda

Thus, it was most troubling to hear
this year’s general assembly of
Umnoputeras baldly declaring
that NEP objectives had not been

Why was this issue not raised as
articulately when Dr. Mahathir was in
charge of UMNO and the government?

achieved and that the NEP was
in fact a “failure”. Indeed, so impassioned were the delegates that,
led by a braying UMNO Youth
leadership, they resolved and
“demanded the reintroduction of
the NEP and the doing away with
meritocracy”. Citing that “UMNO
and the government want to complete unfinished business”, the
delegates demanded the government give “whatever assistance or
affirmative action to Malays and
bumiputeras”. The assembly also
advocated a New National
Agenda (NNA) policy be fashioned to advance the “unfinished
Malay agenda” for a further 15
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Surprisingly, this demand comes
nearly five years after ethnic parity was supposed to have been
achieved. It also comes after previous UMNO General Assemblies
(2000-2004) had had ample opportunity to debate the issue, but
did not. Apart from the fact that
UMNO’s argument about an “unfinished Malay agenda” is contentious both statistically and as
to
who
benefited
most
(Bumiputeras or Umnoputeras?)
from the NEP, why was this issue
not raised as articulately when Dr.
Mahathir was in charge of UMNO
and the government?
After all, didn’t this same assembly previously support Dr.
Mahathir in his quest to change
the Malay mindset from one of dependence
on
government
crutches to one of becoming independent globally-oriented Malays
(and Malaysians) capable of taking on the world? And why no
analysis and apportionment of
major responsibility for this dismal “failure” of the NEP to the
UMNO-led BN government that
implemented the NEP and NDP

Continued on page 36

